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Violin and Trombone 
Rehearse and Record A Section 
In Performance play or improvise with given fragments 




Play or improvise with given fragments 
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Bow parts of the instrument indicated by graphics 
Breath and Sound markings indicate the number of attacks to be made within a given number of 
breaths 
Align with percussion at points indicated by arrows 
 
Percussion/Electronics 
Place a pickup microphone beneath the snare of the snare drum 
Graphics indicate to either bow the rim of the snare drum or to bow the snare itself  
Breath and Sound markings indicate the number of attacks to be made within a given number of 
breaths 

























































Violin and Trombone 
Play pitches provided within given time brackets.  
Articulation is free 
 
Piano 
Play notation provided within given time brackets. The pianist is free to increase or decrease tempo 
as long as each passage begins and ends at time indicated. 
 
Percussion 
Play gestures within the given time brackets. Percussionist may depart from given gestures, but the 
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Violin and Percussion Improv
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4'45'' - 5'15'' 5'15'' - 6'00''
violin improv
30 sec 45 sec




0'' - 30'' 30'' - 1' 00'' 1' 00'' - 1' 30''
1' 30'' - 2' 00'' 2' 00'' - 2' 45'' 2' 45'' - 3' 15''







Mallet and Bowl Bow Bowl on Snare
Mallet on Drumskin Use hand to Bend Note
Move Between Two Objects
violin improv
10'' - 40''
1' 40'' - 2' 10''





40'' - 1' 10''




1' 10'' - 1' 40''
45 sec














Violin and Trombone 
Play gestures provided. Timing is free, but order of instrument entries and endings should 
approximate that given by graphics. Not all gestures need be played. Any may be repeated.  
 
Piano 
Play any material from parts 1 – 3. The pianist may also freely respond to sounds heard. 
 
Percussion 
Play any material from parts 1 – 3. The percussionist may also freely respond to sounds heard. 
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Solo Percussion
